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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

May 3, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY

FROM:

JACK

MAR~

CliffHansen called me at home on Sunday afternoon in reference
to the Administration offering to testify before the Senate Judiciary
Committe~ in reference to the Divestiture Bill. Senator Eastland
is trying to keep this bill in Committee, but Senator Eastland told
me he was down by one vote in his efforts to do-so.
Cliff Hansen called on behalf of Eastland and Hruska for us to get
a witness to appear on behalf of the Administration.
You should be aware that Cliff was contacted, I am certain, by
Bill Timmons for this purpose. Bill called me last Thursday about
us offering a witness on the Divestiture Bill and I told him that the
President made a very strong statement on divestiture in Texas.
On Friday morning at the senior staff I brought up the question of
Administration testimony without making any reference to the background call from Timmons.
Zarb advised me that the Administration had made an attempt to
testify on this bill, but an effort was rebuffed. I gather this
resistance came from the Subcommittee Chairman handling this,
possiblY Senator Hart. In all events, Zarb indicated at the senior
staff meeting the testimony of the Administration was not sought.
When Cliff Hanse called me I gave him this report from Frank Zarb
but told him I would get back into the matter and get back to him.
I suggested that Frank Zarb call him; however, I overlooked at the
time that Frank had left for an overseas trip and is not available.
I have given a copy of this memo to Russ with the request that he get
in touch with John Hill and ask John Hill to call Cliff Hans en on this.
However, I think it would be best not to mention the request from
Timmons & Co.' concerning this matter.
(,.....->~.

cc: Russ Rourke
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

December 28, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY
JIM CAVANAUGH

FROM:
I have asked Frank Zarb for an s essment of the
attached article because I thin it will generate
a number of questions.

New York Times
Tuesday, December 28, 1976

Energy From Waters
There are also scores of dams in the
Midwest in which turbines were never
instailled. Irrigation canals of the Far
Everyone talks about energy these • West and navigation locks on the Ohio
days. We pontificate endlessly about River and other streams can be readily
the need for "an energy policy." we adapted to electricity production at
debate the hazards of nuclear energy. costs that the low compared with current very bigh capital and operating
l
We protest skyrocketing e ectricity costs tor the alternatives of nuclear
rates. We shudder over the poisoning
of the air from coal-burning power power and coal. Moreover, here is a
source of energy that comes from the
plants and the gutting of the land· skies in the form of rain, a source that
scape from strip mining. We dream of cannot be exhausted and does not in·
energy from the sun some day.
jure the environment.
But nothing much ha.ppens today,
The Federal Power Commission asnothing, that is, except more and more
imported oil at ever·!higher prices, serts that America's underdeveloped
half-hearted and ineffectual energy waterpower co~d supply the electric
conservation, and a governmental needs of 40 million people and relabyrinth so complex and contradic· place two million barrels of otl a day.
tory as to be quite incapaible of mak- Even this large figure· does not tadte
ing headway with the problems of ·fully into account the opportunities on
' energy supply.
small rivers and in existing dams,
The need for added sources of elec- . canals and locks, not now equipped
tricity at an acceptable level of cost for electric produotioo.
in some regions and communities is
Yet onJy six months ago,.a spokesalready urgent. The Northeastern man for the commission acknowtedged
governors recently reported that be- that the Federal Government had no
cause of mounting prices of electricity af-firmative policy for the devel<apment
based on imported oil, industries are of hydroelectricity, that neither the
suffering layoffs, with resuiting heavY Federal Ener&Y Administration nor the
unemployment. In the meantime, the EMrgy Research and Development
clock keeps ticking, cost and rates Agency had requested a single dollar
for power rise, the gap between supply to pursue ·this energy opportunity.
and increasing demand widens. The
Th
time crippling shortages and blackouts
is is an instance not only of the
oversight of these and ot!her energy
draws steadily nearer.
agencies but a reflection of something
Yet all over tbis country there are even more serious: an almost total
substantial amounts of renewable i~ck of a comprehensive govemmental
sources of electrical energy: the energy organization accountable for, and
in the moving waters of our rivers equipped to deal with, the problems
and waterways. The technology and of energy as a totality. So lofli as rethe manufacturing capability to con- sponsibiJity and authority for addi·
vert these waters to electricity are tional sources of energyy of whatever.
here today. No long-range plans nor nature, whether nuclear, coal, oil or
large Federal appropriatioos or guar- water power, are scattered and fr~t~·
antees are needed.
mented, private and public enterprises
Nuclear and coal sources will, of we hold responsible for America's encourse, all be required for the natim's ergy supply cannot be expected to do
present and future total needs. But their jeb well, and 1Jhe nation as .. a
their costs have gone out of sight. The consequence suffers energy stagnation.
sbockilng fact has not yet been faced
we need to end the governmental
tha.t because of the long period for mess in which scores of agencies and
installation (eight to ten :years) plus Congressional committees and subinfl~tion, the capital and fuel costs committees have a. hand in every. a.&•
today of new nuclear and coal-burning pect of energy, and, as a result, stand
power plants make it clear that small in each other's way; under these cir' water power is by all odds the most cumst~es nothifli is accomplished.
economic of all new alternate sources
of electrical energy. While this does
In the place of this anachronism,
not provide a total solution of all our the country needs a new and modern
energy problems, it is specific, work· structure of public and private organable and substantial.
ization designed to deal effectively
Restoring the economic vitality of with a need quite new in American
scores of small once-prosperous com- life: to maintain the lifeblood of our

By David E. Lilienthal

,
l

~~~~~.!W»~\V~ ~~tr~y,
its~en;r~~i~en~-.

the energy in'~
our medium-sized arid · -'z"ation·' ···. · · ''e ·J7edel'a:r "Establishment..
small streams and waterccmrses. This Such reorganization by the President'
is ontably true of the Northeast, which and Congress might well begin with
historically owed its manufacturing this specific case of need.
pre-eminence to the power of falling
water.
David E. Lil!ienthal, a founding direcIt is a region where there are hun- tor of the Tennessee Valley Authority
dreds of small dams no longer used and first chairman of the Atomic Enor fully used that col!ld be readify ergy Commission, is chairman of the
restored or put to use by modem Development and Resources Corporation.
turbines and generators.
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